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LOS ANGELES – A pilot reality show
entitled “LA Real P.I.’s” has been
produced featuring prominent Orange
County detectives MJ & KG. 

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES,
March 1, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- LA
Real PI’s TV Show
Private investigators present the “Real
Pi’s” reality TV show. Following private
investigators in action, the 2016 series is
a thrilling TV reality show.
LOS ANGELES – A pilot reality show
entitled “LA Real P.I.’s” has been
produced featuring prominent Orange
County detectives MJ & KG.  Every
episode of the proposed show will follow
the detectives on one of their actual
cases, which include stalking, fraud,
missing minors, background check
investigations, child abuse investigation
and custody cases.
The show will be produced by award-
winning feature film director Daniel
Adams (“The Light Keepers”, “The
Golden Boys”). Adams also directed the
pilot, which follows MJ [pi] and KG [pi] as
they protect a young woman from her
violent ex-boyfriend.
“I’ve never done a reality show before,
but this concept really got me excited,”
said Adams. “There’s nothing like this on
television.”
Part of the show’s concept will be to take on pro-bono cases from clients who are not able to afford
the detectives’ services.
“I got involved with this show because I think it can help people, and educate the public regarding the
role of what a private detective can do for them, as opposed to the limited services and resources of

LA Real Pi’s reality TV show.
Following private investigators
in action, the 2016 series is a
thrilling TV reality show by
Detectives MJ & KG

the local police,” said KG.
Both MJ and KG are former law enforcement officers with
extensive experience as private investigators.
Google Plus Pi Tv Show
Youtube Pi Tv show

Youtube #privateinvestigator Part II
Most people have no idea what the private investigation industry is about. Television and film has
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MJ & KG

distorted the public’s perception of detectives making them out to be celebrities, superheroes and
cartoon characters.
The myth that has been portrayed on TV & film such as Magnum PI, Rockford Files, and James Bond
along with many other network PI TV shows have become the public’s perception of this industry.
Real Pi’s educate and entertain while showing what professional investigators do in their daily lives.
From the initial office consultation through field work and obtaining intelligence and evidence for the
conclusion of the case.
The show follows the private investigation firm, a team of detectives with combined experience and
knowledge of over 50 years. The private investigators tackle difficult problems and solve some of the
most complicated cases.  “If you can’t call the police”, because they will not help, cannot help or the
case got stuck in the complicated legal process system; Then Real PI’s are here and ready to help.
The show is not inspired by true events, it depicts real events as they occur.
This show has been created because it can help educate the public regarding the role of what a
private detective can do for them, as opposed to the limited capabilities and resources of the local
police.
Each episode of the proposed show will follow the detectives on one of their actual cases, which
include stalking, fraud, child abduction, infidelity, elder abuse, custody disputes, surveillance, and
much more.
Part of the show’s concept will be to take on pro-bono cases from clients who, under other
circumstances, would not be able to afford the detectives’ services.
You will have the opportunity to watch these private investigators handle cases with the most
advanced equipment available today.
Most people have never called a PI in their life because they don’t know what they can do for them.
The most important action a PI can provide in a case is undisputed documentation, gathering of
intelligence and the preservation of evidence.
A private investigator understands the legal and justice system rules, laws and evidence procedures.
The courts, law enforcement and attorneys respect and recognize private investigators because they
know that we get paid based our time, reporting only the facts and supporting evidence. There is no
reason for a PI to fabricate a story since they are compensated based on time and efforts rather than
results.
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